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The Effect of b Stabilizers on the Structure
and Energy of a/b Interfaces in Titanium Alloys

M.A. MURZINOVA, S.V. ZHEREBTSOV, D.N. KLIMENKO, and S.L. SEMIATIN

The structure and energy associated with interfaces between the BCC and HCP lattices (b and a
phase, respectively) in titanium alloys with commonly used b stabilizers were analyzed. For this
purpose, the crystallographic structure of the matching facets of broad, side and end faces was
described using misfit dislocations and structural ledges which compensate the mismatch in
atomic spacing of the a and b phases. The effect of the b/a transformation temperature due to
various concentration of b stabilizers on periodicity of misfit dislocations and structural ledges
was estimated. The van der Merwe approach was used to calculate energy of different matching
facets. An increase in the percentage of b-stabilizing elements was found to result in a decrease
in the lattice-parameter ratio (ab/aa) and an increase in the energy of all faces. The dependence
of the interface energy on the ab/aa ratio was for the first time quantified, and insight into the
preferred shape of a-phase precipitates was obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SINCE most structural titanium alloys contain b-sta-
bilizing elements, they usually consist of a high temper-
ature b phase with a body-centered cubic (BCC) lattice
and a low temperature a phase with a hexagonal
close-packed (HCP) lattice. The proportion and mor-
phology of the phases (i.e., size, shape, preferential sites
of precipitation, crystallographic orientation with
respect to the matrix, etc.), which determine mechanical
and physical properties, can be controlled by thermo-
mechanical treatment.[1–5] In addition, the phase mor-
phology depends on thermodynamic parameters of the
system such as the elastic strain energy per unit volume
of the new phase and the a/b interface energy per unit
area.[6–8] For example, the lamellar shape of the a phase
constituent in the b matrix in titanium alloys and the
high stability of the lamellar structure during heat
treatment are usually associated with the low energy of
the broad face of a platelets and the high level of
interface-energy anisotropy.[4,7–12]

There are no direct methods for measuring the energy
of interfaces between different phases in multiphase
alloys. Therefore, indirect methods or theoretical calcu-
lations are often used.[6–8] In the latter case, the chemical
and structural components of the interface energy
should be distinguished. The chemical component is
associated with the bond energy between different
species of atoms; the contribution of this component
to the total interface energy increases with an increase in
the difference in the chemical composition of the phases.
If the phases differ from each other in both composition
and crystal (lattice) type, the main contribution to the
interface energy is usually associated with the structural,
component. This structural component depends on the
length of facets with coherent matching and the type and
density of structural defects along the interface at which
elastic stresses generated at the coherent parts can be
relaxed. The structural defects usually include misfit
dislocations (MDs) and structural ledges. Model
approximations of partly-coherent interface structures
containing these defects have been proposed previ-
ously.[13–16] To the present, a number of the model
approximations/assumptions have been confirmed
experimentally via high-resolution electron microscopy,
for example.[8,17–27]

Several approaches have been developed to quantify
the energy of either planar interfaces, for which the
mismatch is compensated by arrays of edge and screw
MDs,[13] or interfaces with structural ledges.[28,29] These
approaches have been summarized previously.[8] The
key inputs for such evaluations comprise: (i) the
crystallographic indices of the matching planes and
directions of both phases at the interface, (ii) the lattice
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parameters of the phases, and (iii) the elastic moduli of
the phases.

A structural model for the energy of the broad face
between a lamellae and the b matrix in titanium alloys,
containing arrays of MDs and structural ledges,[16,20,30]

and an algorithm for the calculation of energy[28,29] were
developed and applied in Reference 31 for Ti-6Al-4V as
a function of temperature. Earlier results[32] for the
high-temperature lattice parameters of the a and b
phases of this alloy, the chemical composition of the
phases, and the influence of temperature and phase
composition on elastic moduli were taken into account.
The structural component of the broad-face energy was
found to depend noticeably on the chemical composi-
tion of the phases.[31] Specifically, the composition of the
a phase in Ti-6Al-4V does not change noticeably with a
decrease in temperature from 975 �C to 600 �C, but the
vanadium content increases and the lattice parameter
decreases markedly for the b phase over this tempera-
ture interval.[32] As a result, the spacing of the edge MDs
decreases and the energy of the broad a/b interface
increases gradually thereby approaching that of a
high-angle grain boundary.[31]

A similar effect of other b-stabilizing elements, which
partition to the b phase and decrease its lattice param-
eter, on the structure and energy of the broad face can
be expected. Hence, it may be hypothesized that some
alloying elements (and b fi a transformation condi-
tions) may result in the loss of coherency at the broad
face and a considerable decrease in the interface-energy
anisotropy. This can lead to instability of the lamellar
shape of the a phase precipitating in the b matrix of
titanium alloys during diffusional transformations. The
aim of the present work, therefore, was to determine the
nature of a/b interfaces (lattice mismatch, average
spacing between MDs and/or structural ledges along
the mating facets) and to evaluate the effect of substi-
tutional b-stabilizing elements on the interface energy in
two-phase titanium alloys.

II. CRYSTALLOGRAPHY OF a/b INTERFACES

The results of numerous experiments and simula-
tions[10–29] have revealed the characteristic features of

the interface between the a lamellae and the b matrix in
two-phase (a/b) titanium alloys (Figure 1):

(1) The crystal lattices of the a and b phases satisfy
the Burgers orientation relationship (OR):
0001ð Þajj 110ð Þb, �2110½ �ajj �111½ �b, and 0�110½ �ajj
1�12½ �b. Growth ledges are observed on all inter-
faces (broad, side, and end faces). Both the
horizontal and vertical rising surfaces of the
growth ledges are usually formed by crystallo-
graphic planes with low Miller indices. The
spacing between the growth ledges varies from
tens to hundreds of nanometers.[18–23] The
growth direction and the broad and end faces
have macroscopically irrational Miller
indices.[10,11,16–27]

(2) Each of the three faces of an a lamella has a
partly-coherent structure with a varying level of
coherency.[17–26] Arrays of MDs are present on all
surfaces; the MDs can form loops around the a
lamellae.[20,26] The MDs (which can be both
perfect and partial) compensate for the mismatch
in atomic spacing and/or deviations from the
parallelism of the conjugate planes at the
interface.

(3) The best match along the broad face of the a/b
interface is ensured by structural ledges. They are
spaced several (1 to 4) nm apart and are only
~ 0.25-nm high.[19,27]

A possible arrangement of the BCC and HCP lattices
obeying the Burgers OR is shown in Figure 2. The
crystallographic planes forming the matching facets on
different faces and the directions corresponding to the
Burgers vectors of the MDs are shown in Table I.
A broad face with structural ledges is shown schemat-

ically in the upper right part of Figure 1; the atomic
structure of such a boundary has been described
before.[30,31] Terraces of the structural ledges are formed
by the 0�110

� �
a|| 1

�12
� �

b planes. On terrace planes, the

interatomic mismatch in the b1 = 1/3 �2 110
� �

a||1/

2 �1 11
� �

b direction is accommodated by structural ledges;

and in the b2 = 0001½ �a|| 110½ �b direction by edge

dislocations (Figures 1 and 2, Table I), which can split
into partial dislocations.[19,20,25,26] Edge dislocations
with the Burgers vector bz accommodate the mismatch
in the 0 �1 1 0

� �
a|| 1

�1 2
� �

b direction. These mismatches

are associated with tensile or compression elastic stresses
normal to the terrace plane. In References 28, 29, these
dislocations were referred to as tilt misfit dislocations
(TMDs).
Facets formed by either 0001ð Þa|| 110ð Þb close-packed

planes and two arrays of MDs with Burgers vectors b1
and b4 (Table I) or 0�111

� �
a ff~ 1.4 deg 101ð Þb planes in

which the mismatch is accommodated by perfect and
partial dislocations with the Burgers vectors b1 and b5,
respectively (Table I), are observed on the side face. On
the end face, the matching facets comprise pairs of
1 �1 00
� �

a and 1 �1 0
� �

b planes (with MDs having the

Burgers vectors b2 and b4) or 1�10�1
� �

a and 3�10
� �

b planesFig. 1—Schematic illustration of a/b interfaces in titanium alloys
(compiled from Refs. 10,12,14–27).
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Fig. 2—Arrangement of the BCC and HCP lattices obeying the Burgers OR.

Table I. Matching Planes and Directions Between the BCC and HCP Lattice per the Burgers OR

Type Planes Forming the Matching Facets Burgers Vectors of MDs

Broad face
I
II

0�110
� �

a|| 1
�12

� �
b b1 = 1=3 �2110

� �
a||1=2

�111
� �

b and b2 = 0001½ �a|| 110½ �b
b3 = 1=3 2�1�13

� �
a||1=2 31�1

� �
b

Side face
III 0001ð Þa|| 110ð Þb b1 = 1=3 �2110

� �
a||1=2

�1 11
� �

b

b4 = 1=3 �1�120
� �

aff ~ 5.3 deg 001½ �b
IV 0�111

� �
aff~1.4º 101ð Þb b1 = 1=3 �2110

� �
a||1=2

�111
� �

b

b5 = 1=6 11�23
� �

aff ~ 3.1 deg 1=2 11 �1
� �

b
End face
V 1�100

� �
aff~5.3º 1�10

� �
b

b2 = 0001½ �a|| 110½ �b
b4 = 1=3 �1�120

� �
aff ~ 5.3 deg 001½ �b

VI 1�10�1
� �

aff~5.1º �130
� �

b b3 = 1=3 2�1�13
� �

a ff ~ 5.6 deg 1=2 31�1
� �

b

b4 = 1=3 �1�120
� �

a ff ~ 5.3 deg 001½ �b
VII 10�1�1

� �
aff ~ 9.3º 10�1

� �
b hb1i = 1=3 1�210

� �
a and 1=2 1�11

� �
b

hb3i = 1=3 �2113
� �

a and 1=2 131½ �b
VIII 10�10

� �
aff~10.5º �112

� �
b hb1i = 1=3 1210

� �
a||1=2 1�11

� �
b and b2 = 0001½ �a|| 110½ �b

hb3i = 1=3 1�213
� �

a and 1=2 311½ �b
ff denotes the angle h between the most closely matching planes or directions in the BCC and HCP lattices.
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(with Burgers vectors of the MDs being b3 and b4)
(Figure 2, Table I). Because the matching planes and
directions on the side and end faces are not parallel in
most cases (Table I), the MDs contain both edge and
screw components while the a/b interfaces contain
tilt-compensation dislocations which eliminate the
non-parallelism between the pairs of conjugate planes.
It is worth noting that algorithms for estimating
interface energy[8,13–15,28,29] do not properly consider
the presence of partial and mixed-type dislocations at
the matching facets. In the present work, however,
attention is restricted to interfaces for which all of the
mismatch can be accommodated by perfect dislocations,
and the angles between the matching planes and
directions do not exceed 6 deg. Pairs of planes that
meet these conditions are colored identically in Figure 2.

III. EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE
ON THE PHASE COMPOSITION, LATTICE
PARAMETERS, INTERFACE STRUCTURE,

AND ELASTIC PROPERTIES

A. Effect of Temperature on the Composition and Lattice
Parameters of the a and b Phases

Results of earlier experiments[1,4,32–37] and analysis of
pseudo-binary phase diagrams[1–3,38–45] suggest that
once nucleated during cooling from the b field, a
lamellae grow diffusionally. This diffusional growth
can occur over a wide range of temperature. However,
this growth results in relatively little change in the
composition of the a phase while changes in the
composition of the b phase are quite significant. For
Ti-5.4Al-4.7V-1.9Mo-1.2Cr-0.5Fe, for example, the
total concentration of b-stabilizers in the b phase has
been found to increase from 6.7 at. pct in the initial
condition to ~ 9 at. pct after annealing at 800 �C and up
to 22 at. pct after long-term annealing at 550 �C. The
b-stabilizer concentration in the a phase after annealing
at 800 and 550 �C was 2.8 and 2.5 at. pct, respec-
tively.[34,35] In Ti-6Al-4V, the concentration of vana-
dium in the b phase was ~ 4.2 at. pct after annealing at
975 �C and 15.4 at. pct after cooling to 600 �C[32]; the
corresponding concentration of vanadium in the a phase
was ~ 1.5 at. pct in both cases. Similar changes in the
chemical composition of the phases are observed in
other titanium alloys with b-stabilizing elements.[38–45]

b-stabilizing elements in titanium alloys are usually
subdivided into b-isomorphous (Mo, Nb, Ta, V, W) and
b-eutectoid (Cr, Cu, Fe, Mn, Si, Ni etc.) elements.[1–3]

Some b-isomorphous elements (Nb and Ta) dissolve in
the b phase completely (Figure 3(a)),[42,45] while others
(Mo, V and W) cause a miscibility gap in the b phase,
leading to a monotectoid reaction (b(CM) fi a(CaD)+
b(CbN), where CM represents the monotectoid compo-
sition of the b phase (point M); CaD and CbN are the
respective compositions of the a and b phases (points D
and N, respectively), Figure 3(b)) [5,41,43–46]. The eutec-
toid b-stabilizers form intermetallic compounds through
a eutectoid reaction (Figure 3(c)).[38–40,45]

Some b-stabilizing elements in titanium alloys, their
solubility in the a and b phases, and critical tempera-
tures are listed in Table II. The data in Table II show
that the b-stabilizer solubility in the a phase is less than
0.5 at. pct in most cases and does not exceed 3 at. pct.
On the other hand, the solubility of b-stabilizers in the b
phase can be tens of atomic percent. According to
References 43 and 44, for instance, the concentration of
W and V in the b phase in equilibrium with the a phase
can reach 80 at. pct after an ‘‘infinitely-long’’ anneal at
720 �C and 650 �C, respectively. However, in Ti-V
model alloys (in which the total amount of impurities
is £ 0.3 pct), the concentration of vanadium in the b
phase does not exceed 55 at. pct even after annealing at
650 �C for 4000 hours.[46]

A linear fit can be used as an approximate description
of the increase in the concentration of component X in
the b phase when temperature decreases from 882 �C to
the values corresponding to points C, M and E
(Figures 3(a), (b) and (c), respectively).
During cooling of an alloy Ti-X1 (Figures 3(a)

through (c)) from a temperature T0 (b phase field) to
T1 (a+ b phase field), the a phase precipitates in the
parent b phase. At the early stages of the b fi a
transformation, the composition of the b matrix far
from the nucleated a particles is still essentially X1, while
near the a particles the concentration of b stabilizers
increases.[7,8] A local equilibrium can exist at the a/b
interface; at the temperature T1, a phase with a
composition Ca = Xa/b(T1)eq is in thermodynamic equi-
librium with b phase having a composition Cb = Xb/

a(T1)eq, per the phase diagram in Figure 3. (Note that
the points Xa/b(T1)eq and Xb/a(T1)eq are not shown in
Figure 3(b) to maintain the clarity of the illustration.)
In alloys X1 and X2 undercooled from T0 to T2,

(where T2 lies below the monotectoid line DMN), the a
phase also precipitates in the b phase (Figure 3(b)). In
this case, the content of b-stabilizers in the b phase in the
vicinity of the a/b interface remains lower than the
equilibrium level for a long time.[46] It can be assumed
that the concentration of b stabilizers in the b phase
increases gradually from Cb = M to the equilibrium
concentration Cb = Xb/a(T2)eq, during an ‘‘infin-
ity-long’’ soak at the (constant) temperature T2, which
is ~ 20 �C below the monotectoid temperature.
The lattice parameters of the equilibrium phases

depend on both temperature and alloying-element con-
tent (Figure 4; vertical domains in Figure 4(a) show
changes in the lattice parameter of the b phase during an
‘‘infinitely-long’’ annealing time at T2 = const). Because
experimental data on measurements of the high-temper-
ature lattice parameters of the a and b phases are very
limited, the lattice parameter of the b phase ab(Cb,T) with
a b-stabilizer concentration of Cb at temperature T was
determined using the expression [1]:

abðCb;TÞ ¼ aRTb þ aRTb � CTE � 10�6 T� 20ð Þ; ½1�

in which aRTb is the room-temperature lattice parameter
of material with a known concentration of b stabi-
lizer(s) that has been solution-annealed above the sol-
vus and then water-quenched,[1,45,47,48] CTE denotes
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the coefficient of thermal expansion of polycrystalline
b titanium, and T is the temperature in �C. According
to References 1, 32, 49, 50, the CTE is approximately
independent of alloy content and varies with tempera-
ture as:

CTE� 106 1=oC½ � ¼ 7:7þ 5:5� 10�3 T� 20ð Þ ½2�

The temperature dependence of ab for various binary
titanium—b-stabilizer alloys is shown in Figure 4(a).

The a-phase lattice parameters aa(T) and ca(T) in
titanium alloys at corresponding temperatures were
determined using similar expressions,[1] i.e.,

aaðTÞ ¼ aRTa 1þ 9:928 T� 25ð Þ10�6 � 0:626 T� 25ð Þ210�10
h i

½3�

caðTÞ ¼ cRTa 1þ 11:079 T� 25ð Þ10�6 þ 9:698 T� 25ð Þ210�10
h i

;

½4�

Fig. 3—Schematic phase diagrams for binary titanium alloys with different b-stabilizers: (a) b-stabilizers with complete solubility in the b phase,
(b) b-stabilizers causing a miscibility gap in the b phase (monotectoid reaction), and (c) eutectoid systems in which intermetallic compounds are
formed.

Table II. Solubility of Some Frequently Used b-Stabilizers in the a and b Phases
[38–45]

b-Stabilizer Nb Ta V Mo W Mn Cr Fe Cu

Type of b-Stabilizers b-isomorphous elements b-eutectoid elements

Type of Interaction Between
the b Matrix and b-Stabilizers

Complete solubility Monotectoid reaction Eutectoid reaction

Temperature of Reaction (If Any), �C — — 675 695 740 550 667 580 800
Maximum Measured Solubility in

the a-Phase, At. Pct
2.5

(400 �C)
3.0

(600 �C)
3.0 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.05 1.3

Measured Solubility in the b-Phase
at Critical temperature, At. Pct

— — 18.0 12.0 9.0 16.0 13.5 13.0 6.0

Predicted Solubility in the b-Phase
at ~ 550 �C, At. Pct

50.0 70.0 80.0 60.0 70.0 — — — —

Fig. 4—Equilibrium lattice parameters for the (a) b or (b) a phase in binary titanium-b-stabilizer alloys in the (a + b) phase field.
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in which aRTa and cRTa are the lattice parameters for HCP
titanium at room temperature, and T is temperature in
�C. The results of calculations using Equations (3) and
(4) are shown in Figure 4(b). In model calculations, the
effect of b stabilizers on the lattice parameters of the a
phase was neglected due to their low solubility (Table II)
and thus likely limited influence. Indeed, a solid solution
of 3 at. pct V in the HCP titanium lattice leads to a
decrease in both the aa and ca parameters (at room
temperature) of less than 0.04 pct, while a solid solution
of the same amount of V in the BCC lattice decreases ab
by more than 0.2 pct.[51,52]

A comparison of Figures 4(a) and (b) suggests a much
faster decrease in the lattice parameter of the b phase in
contrast to those of the a phase upon a decrease in
temperature in binary titanium alloys. The largest
changes in ab are observed for alloys in the Ti-V system
at a temperature ~ 20 �C below the monotectoid reac-
tion during an ‘‘infinitely-long’’ annealing time
(Figure 4(a)). Thus, it might be expected that Ti-V
alloys would tend to exhibit atomic-spacing mismatch,
a/b interface defect densities, and interface energies
which vary over the widest range. Therefore, model
calculations in the present work were focused on the
Ti-V system at temperatures in the two-phase field down
to 650 �C. In addition, a nominally-equilibrium condi-
tion was assumed in which the a phase did not contain
b-stabilizing elements, and the vanadium concentration
in the adjacent b phase C(V)b increased linearly from
1 at. pct at 870 �C to 20 at. pct at 650 �C. A further
increase in C(V)b from 20 to 80 at. pct occurs during an
‘‘infinitely-long’’ soak of Ti-V alloys at a constant
temperature of 650 �C.

B. Effect of Vanadium Concentration in the b Phase
on the Interface Structure

As discussed in Section II, a/b interfaces in titanium
alloys contain structural ledges and/or arrays of MDs of
various types. These defects accommodate both misfit in
interatomic (interplanar) spacing fbi along the Burgers
vectors bi of the MDs and small angles between the
mating planes and directions (Table I). In the first case,
the value of misfit can be determined as
fbi ¼ 2 ai � bij j= ai þ bið Þ, where ai and bi are the inter-
atomic distances in the a and b phases, respectively,
along the i direction. In the second case, f � h. The
periodicity p of MDs in each array is inversely propor-
tional to the value of f.[13,28–31] Algorithms for evaluat-
ing the misfit (f), the spacing (p) between MDs of
various types, and the periodicity of structural ledges (l)
are described in general in References 13, 28, 29 and in
particular for titanium alloys in Reference 31. The
corresponding results for fbi, pbi, and l are shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5(a) shows that the misfit fbi can either increase
or decrease with increasing C(V)b depending on the
crystallographic direction. Nevertheless, for any value of
C(V)b (and at all temperatures of the b fi a diffusional
transformation), fbi does not exceed ~ 0.1 (10 pct) for
any direction (Figure 2, Table I). According to

References 6–8, the dislocation cores in any given array
are not close to each other in such cases, and thus the
dislocation lines can be distinguished on each face of the
a/b interface.[17–27]

The spacing pbi between misfit dislocations with the
Burgers vector bi (denoted as bi-MD) are shown in
Figure 5(b). It should also be noted that the inter-dis-
location spacing can vary by an order of magnitude in
different arrays, i.e., from several nanometers (b1-MDs,
b4-MDs) to tens of nanometers (b2-MDs, b3-MDs,
bz-TMDs). Depending on the temperature at which the
a lamellae form in the b matrix and, therefore, on the
vanadium concentration in the equilibrium b phase
(C(V)b), the average spacing between dislocations in
each array can vary considerably (up to several times,
Figure 5(b)). For example, the spacing between b2-MDs
decreases by more than a factor of 6 while that between
b4-MDs increases by 2.5 times. The spacing between
dislocations, which accommodate the non-parallelism of
the matching planes at the end face (Table I) is
approximately 2.6 nm and changes very slightly with
increasing C(V)b (not shown in Figure 5(b)), being
mainly determined by the angle between the mating
planes.[13]

With regard to the broad stepped boundary, the
spacing between TMDs is inversely proportional to the
misfit magnitude (i.e., fb1 and fbz) in both the b1 and bz
directions, while the width of the structural ledges l on
terraces is inversely proportional to the fb1 mismatch
only.[28–31] The fb1 value gradually increases with
increasing C(V)b over the entire range of concentrations
considered, while fbz first decreases to zero with increas-
ing C(V)b to ~ 58 at. pct, and then increases again
(Figure 5(a)). Calculations show (Figure 5(b)) that an
increase in C(V)b from 1 to 25–30 at. pct does not
change the spacing between TMDs considerably (pTMD

is about 30 nm), while the width of the terraces l
decreases from ~ 1.3 to ~ 0.9 nm (and becomes 3 to 4.5
times the interatomic spacing), which is consistent with
experimental results.[19,20] An increase in C(V)b from 30
to ~ 58 at. pct results in a rapid increase in the spacing of
TMD to infinity, because the interplanar spacing along
0 �1 1 0
� �

a|| 1
�1 2

� �
b becomes similar. It worth noting that

for the same value of C(V)b, the terrace width of the
structural ledges becomes close to the interatomic
spacing in the b1 = 1=3 �2110

� �
a||1=2

�111
� �

b direction,

and the concept of a boundary with structural ledges
loses physical meaning.[28,29] It can be readily shown
that the width of terrace ledges exceeds two average-in-
teratomic distances (which means that boundaries with
structural ledges can exist) only if fb1< 1/12 � 0.083 or
ab/aa> 1.062, for which the value of the ab/aa ratio is
given by the corresponding value of C(V)b in Figure 6.
The present data on the nature of structural defects at

a/b interfaces in titanium alloys are in satisfactory
agreement with experimental results[17–27] and therefore
can be used with confidence to estimate interface
energies. Moreover, the results can explain the reason
for large scatter in experimentally-measured inter-dislo-
cation distances along a/b interfaces which have been
reported in different studies.
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C. Effect of Temperature and Composition on Elastic
Properties of the a and b Phases

To calculate the interface energy in Ti-V alloys, the
effect of temperature and C(V)b on elastic properties of
both the b and a phases must be known. Because the
vanadium content in the a phase is negligible (Sec-
tion III–A), the shear modulus (la) and the Poisson’s
ratio (ma) of the a phase depend only on temperature.
The temperature dependence of la and ma have been
reported in References 53 through 55 and is summarized
in Table III. In contrast, the elastic constants for the b
phase (lb and mb) have been found to be weakly
dependent on temperature.[54,55] However, they are
sensitive to alloying-element content.[2,3,5] Table III
shows the values of lb, la, mb, and ma (at various values
of C(V)b and corresponding b fi a transformation
temperatures) calculated per the Voigt–Reuss–Hill

method[56] using experimental data for solu-
tion-treated-and-quenched Ti alloys with different vana-
dium concentrations.[2]

IV. EFFECT OF THE VANADIUM CONTENT
IN THE b PHASE (OR b fi a TRANSFORMATION

TEMPERATURE) ON THE a/b INTERFACE
ENERGY

The energy of the b/a interfaces formed by different
pairs of matching planes (Table I, Figure 2) was calcu-
lated using the relations described in detail in References
13, 15, 28–31. The results of the calculations (Figure 6)
were also compared to the energy of a b/b grain
boundary with a misorientation angle of 15 deg (de-
noted as b/b HAB). This b/b HAB energy was deter-
mined per the Reed–Shockley equation with A0 = 0 (in
which A0 depends on the total core energy of the
dislocation per unit area of the boundary)[57] and the lb
and mb values given in Table III. Here, a/b interfaces
whose energy is close to that of high-angle grain
boundaries are assumed to be incoherent and, therefore,
exhibit properties similar to those of an average
high-angle grain boundary.[6–8] In other words, a sim-
ilarity of the energies of high-angle grain boundaries and
a/b interfaces is taken to be the criterion for a loss of
interface coherency.
Per this criterion, the end faces of the a plates (type V,

IV) (with three arrays of MDs of different types) are
incoherent for any value of C(V)b. That is to say, the
energy of the end faces was calculated to be 0.4 to 0.9 J/
m2 which is typical of incoherent boundaries.[6–8,10,11,58]

The side faces (type III) form partly-coherent bound-
aries with an energy increasing from 0.2 to 0.3 J/m2 for
the range of C(V)b considered here. In this case, the
energy of a high-angle grain boundary is 1.2 to 1.5 times
that of the side faces. Broad faces with structural ledges
have the lowest energy at relatively low values of C(V)b
only; i.e., at high transformation temperatures for which
ab/aa> 1.097. With an increase in C(V)b, the broad-face

Fig. 5—Effect of V concentration in the b phase of titanium alloys on (a) interatomic misfit (fbi) and volume difference (D) resulting from the
b fi a transformation and (b) periodicity of interfacial misfit dislocations (pbi) and structural ledges (l) at a/b interfaces.

Fig. 6—Energy of a/b interfaces in Ti-V alloys as a function of the
vanadium concentration.
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energy increases rapidly, and, for C(V)b � 18 at. pct, it
becomes close to the energy of either the broad face with
a network of MDs (types I and II) or the energy of the
side face (Figure 6). For C(V)b in the range of ~ 18 to
~ 30 at. pct (ab/aa decreasing from ~ 1.095 to ~ 1.085),
the energy of the broad and side faces is ~ 0.26 J/m2;
i.e., they differ from each other by only ~ 10 pct which is
~ 2.5 times less than the end-face energy. In this case,
the formation of a phase which is acicular, as opposed to
lamellar, can be expected, as has been observed for
Ti-Fe system alloys annealed at 695 �C for 1032 hours
(ab/aa � 1.0937)[59] as well as some other titanium alloys
with high b-stabilizer contents.[1–5] If C(V)b lies in the
range between 20 and 40 at. pct, the boundary formed
by 0�111

� �
a and 101ð Þb planes (type IV in Table I) has

the lowest energy. In Figure 6, the dashed line for the
energy of this matching facet is approximate because the
predicted values have a significant error associated with
the presence of partial dislocations at the boundary. In
this regard, previous works[16,23] have shown very good
matching between pairs of planes such as
1�101
� �

a|| 1
�10

� �
b if the Pitsch–Schrader or the Potter

OR is assumed.
For C(V)b � 40 at. pct (ab/aa � 1.076, ca/aa �

1.588), the energy of the broad face becomes equal to
that of a high-angle grain boundary (~ 0.37 J/m2), and,
in accordance with the above criterion, the broad face
formed by the 0 �1 10

� �
a|| 1

�1 2
� �

b planes is incoherent.

An increase in the vanadium concentration in the b
phase with a decrease in the b fi a transformation
temperature leads to not only an increase in the energy
of the a/b interfaces, but also an increase in the
transformation-volume parameter D=|Vb � Va|/Vb

(Figure 5(a)). The value of D is ~ 0.5, ~ 5, or ~ 10 pct
for C(V)b equal to 1, 18, and 40 at. pct, respectively. A
significant volume effect impedes the phase transforma-
tion and results in the development of strain in the
matrix.[6–8] In titanium alloys with a high b-stabilizer
content, it is known[1,3–5] that a-phase precipitates form
in b-solute-depleted areas developed by an initial
solute-partitioning process.

The above reasoning for the structure and energy of
a/b interfaces (Figures 5, 6) is valid not only for alloys of
the Ti-V system, but also for any titanium alloy with
b-stabilizers which reduce the lattice parameter of the b
phase. In other alloys, the concentration of the alloying
elements in the adjacent phases at each b fi a transfor-
mation temperature differs from the equilibrium value

C(V)b shown in Figures 5 and 6. However, the misfit
magnitude, the periodicity of defects along the matching
facets, and the corresponding difference in energy is
likely similar to the results in Figures 5 and 6 if the
lattice-parameter ratio ab/aa (ca/aa � 1.59) is close to
that for Ti-V alloys.
The effect of a-stabilizing and neutral elements on the

a/b interface energy depends on the solubility of these
elements in the phases and on the lattice parameters of
the a and b phases. The addition of Al or Ga, both of
which decrease the lattice parameter of the a phase,[1,52]

leads to improved matching along the broad face and
thus an energy reduction. By contrast, additions of Sn or
Ag (each of which increases aa and ca) should have the
opposite effect.
The present results suggest that the lamellar/acicular

morphology of the a phase particles in the b matrix of
titanium alloys is quite stable and globularization of the
a phase is unlikely without deformation. Some modifi-
cation in the compositions of the matrix phase caused
either by alloying and/or temperature changes can
influence the energy of a/b interfaces and therefore the
kinetics of a-phase precipitation during heat treatment
and its globularization during hot/warm deformation.
Therefore the present data on the energy of interfaces is
very useful for understanding the kinetics of structure
evolution in two phase titanium alloys.
The present approach to calculate the a/b interface

energy has some limitations, however. In particular, all
of the calculated energy values contain a systematic
error associated with the neglect of the energy associ-
ated with distortion of the second (and subsequent)
layers of atoms. In addition, the energy values for the
end face (type V, VI in Table I) are overestimated; this
energy was obtained as a result of the algebraic
summation of energies associated with three arrays of
dislocations whose Burgers vectors are not perpendic-
ular. In this case, the Burgers vectors have mutual
parallel components, and the interaction energy is thus
non-negligible.[15] The side face energy (type III), on
the contrary, is somewhat underestimated because it
does not consider the energy penalty due to the
accommodation of the non-parallel 1=3 �1�120

� �
a and

001½ �b directions (i.e., the screw component of the

MDs). Last, the energy of a high-angle grain boundary
may differ from that shown in Figure 6 if A0 „ 0 in
the Reed–Shockley equation.[57] In spite of such
possible shortcomings, the present dependences are

Table III. Elastic Moduli of the a and b Phases of Ti-V Alloys at Various b fi a Transformation Temperatures

T (�C) 870 850 800 750 700 675 650 650 650 650

C(V)b (At. Pct) 1 2.8 7.1 11.5 15.8 18.0 20.2 30 50 80
lb (GPa) 17.63 18.74 20.39 21.96 23.44 24.16 24.87 27.86 33.24 40.10
mb 0.397 0.393 0.387 0.382 0.378 0.376 0.374 0.368 0.359 0.353
la (GPa) 19.83 20.60 21.80 23.00 24.20 24.80 25.40 25.40 25.40 25.40
ma 0.409 0.407 0.403 0.399 0.395 0.393 0.391 0.391 0.391 0.391
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believed to provide semi-quantitative insight into the
structural component of the energy of different faces
between the a plates and b matrix due to the chemical
composition of the phases and their corresponding
lattice parameters.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An analysis of experimental data and simulations for
the structure of interfaces between the a phase (HCP
lattice) and bmatrix (BCC lattice) in titanium alloys was
performed. Pairs of crystallographic planes which can
form different matching faces and retain the Burgers OR
between the BCC and HCP lattices were selected.

For the broad or side faces consisting of 0 �1 10
� �

a||
1 �1 2
� �

b or 0001ð Þa|| 110ð Þb planes, respectively, as well as
for some facets of the end faces comprising non-parallel
1�100
� �

a and 1�10
� �

b or 1�10�1
� �

a and �130
� �

b planes, the

structural-ledge periodicity, misfit-dislocation periodicity,
and the corresponding values of the a/b interface energy
were determined. Enrichment of the b phase with
substitutional b-stabilizing elements results in both a
decrease in the ab/aa ratio and an increase in the energy of
each of the faces.

For ab/aa> 1.10 (pertaining to alloys with a small
amount of b-stabilizing elements and temperatures high
in the a/b phase field), a broad face with structural
ledges has the lowest energy (0.1 to 0.2 J/m2), while the
anisotropy of the interface energy is greatest (i.e., EEnd/
EBroad � 3 to 4). This suggests that the lamellar shape
of the a phase is stable during prolonged heating.

For ab/aa � 1.090 ± 0.005 (typical for near-b and b Ti
alloys), the energies of the broad and side faces are
similar to each other (~ 0.26 ± 0.02 J/m2), and the
EEnd/EBroad anisotropy is lowest (�2.5). In these
instances, the formation of a phase which is acicular is
likely.

The boundaries formed by pairs of the planes
0�111
� �

a|| 101ð Þb have low energy (~ 0.3 J/m2) and a

partly coherent structure for ab/aa < 1.08. This can
result in a change in the orientation relationship between
the a and b phases but does not lead to the formation of
equiaxed-a, even if the broad face ( 0 �1 10

� �
a|| 1

�1 2
� �

b)

becomes incoherent (ab/aa � 1.076, E � 0.37 J/m2).
The main practical result of this theoretical analysis

comprises the inability to bring about the precipitation
of equiaxed a particles in the b phase irrespective of both
the type/fraction of b stabilizers and heat treatment
parameters.
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